Update on Nonprofit Donor Disclosure Requirements:
IRS Tries Again
September 10, 2019

I.

What’s Changed?

The IRS has proposed regulations that rescind the requirement to report donor information on the Form
990 for many organizations. The proposed regulations follow a court ruling that the IRS’s prior attempt to modify
the regulatory requirement (i.e., Rev. Proc. 2018-38) was invalid because it did not conform with the Administrative
Procedure Act (“APA”). We first discussed this IRS rule change here and the subsequent court ruling here.
The proposed regulations also incorporate other statutory changes and sub-regulatory guidance that were
not previously reflected in the regulations.
With the proposed regulations, the IRS also issued Notice 2019-47. The Notice clarifies that the IRS will not
impose penalties on organizations that relied on Rev. Proc. 2018-38 and did not report the names and addresses of
their contributors on the Schedule B of their Forms 990 or 990-EZ filed for a taxable year ending on or after
December 31, 2018, and which were filed by July 30, 2019.
II.

What to Do?

Organizations may rely on the new proposed regulations once they are published in the Federal Register,
which is expected to occur on September 10, 2019. As a result, 501(c) organizations covered by this change with
returns due after that time will not need to disclose the names and addresses of donors to the IRS on Schedule B of
Form 990. Although organizations may exclude donor names and addresses, they must still report contribution
amounts on Schedule B and maintain books and records containing the information. The books and records must
be available to the IRS, if requested on audit.
The IRS also requests comments on these proposed regulations. Organizations may want to consider
submitting comments to the IRS.
As a reminder, these IRS reporting changes never applied to 501(c)(3) and 527 organizations. Both are
required by statute to report their donors on Schedule B unless an exemption applies.
For more information on this Alert or more general information on Form 990 reporting requirements,
please contact a member of Caplin & Drysdale’s Exempt Organizations or Political Law teams.
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About Caplin & Drysdale
Having celebrated our 50th Anniversary in 2014, Caplin & Drysdale continues to be a leading provider of legal services to corporations, individuals, and
nonprofits throughout the United States and around the world. We are also privileged to serve as legal advisors to accounting firms, financial institutions, law
firms, and other professional services organizations.
The firm's reputation over the years has earned us the trust and respect of clients, industry peers, and government agencies. Moreover, clients rely on our
broad knowledge of the law and our keen insights into their business concerns and personal interests. Our lawyers' strong tactical and problem-solving skills combined with substantial experience handling a variety of complex, high stakes, matters in a boutique environment - make us one the nation's most
distinctive law firms.
With offices in New York City and Washington, D.C., Caplin & Drysdale's core practice areas include:
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-Business, Investment & Transactional Tax
-Complex Litigation
-Corporate Law
-Employee Benefits
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Disclaimer
This communication neither provides legal advice, nor creates an attorney-client relationship with you or any other reader. If you require legal guidance in any
specific situation, you should engage a qualified lawyer for that purpose. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
Attorney Advertising
It is possible that under the laws, rules, or regulations of certain jurisdictions, this may be construed as an advertisement or solicitation.
© 2019 Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered
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